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James Carey’s practice involves research and durational intervention within sites in transition. 
Using immediate [im]material, immersive and inhabitable situations are constructed. Notions of 
familiarity are ruptured in order to create new proposals for interiorities, sites and situations.
The methodology is site responsive, allowing particular qualities and conditions to reveal 
themselves, which have potential for specific outcomes. Sites are inhabited through a slow 
material engagement, and then reconstructed through occupation, maintenance, and certain 
activities. It is a material, temporal and spatial practice, and is also connected to the exploratory 
process of drawing.

The practice foregrounds duration; an attentiveness of being ‘in time’. Being attentive to 
duration [being ‘in time’], allows the research and practice to open up and live outside 
preconceptions, which in turn, produces unexpected recognitions, impulses, outcomes and 
intuitions. It considers time as method, time as content and time as material.

89,964 seconds [paces] of drawing [walking] 

For SafARI 2014, I undertook a two-week residency at 
the Mungo Scott Flour Mill, Sydney, where other artists 
have been working for some time within the Mungo 
Studios Arts Studio complex. I made excursions into the 
larger complex, responding to various spaces in a diverse 
variety of media.  One of the most important parts of 
the work is the process itself, the time spent uncovering 
aspects and details of the site and considering how to 
represent or translate them.  

The materials produced, subsequently shown at 
Wellington Street Projects (a gallery in Chippendale, 
Sydney), provided a glimpse of my time spent in physical 
homage to the building and its history; a remembrance 
of things past.  I incorporated into the works the actual 
physical, performative processes of their making, with 
the number of steps I climbed daily to the top of the 
building, resulting in the endurance drawing 89964 
seconds [paces] of drawing [walking], 2014.

Although these buildings were created for industrial 
purposes, their internal spaces were also defined by 
human usage.  My inherent respect for the memories 
contained within these spaces points out that such 
delicate and often unrecorded histories should not 
be discarded as part of a constant urge to update and 
improve.


